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About This Game

'Magical Squash' is a virtual reality sports game. The players view a fantasy squash court through VR glasses where they can
compete. Unlike a lot of VR games that are filled with violence and bloodshed, we hope that the players will enjoy a happier,

healthier gaming experience.

Through this VR squash game, the player will feel as though they are really exercising after as little as 5 to 10 minutes! The
game can be enjoyed at home or even in the office.

By combining a well-loved sport and the latest technology, our sincere hope is that you will join us and enjoy a healthy and fun
experience.
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the pirate level keeps on freezing and won,t let me play the pirate level
pls fix otherwise it is a fun game.. Having retired in kingly splendor after a fifteen-year career, I wound up feeling rather sorry
for myself. Somewhere amidst the nightly degustations and the million-dollar real estate transactions, I'd lost touch with the
plucky dumpster baby turned ambulance chaser who'd conquered New York City with his keen instincts and can-do attitude. It
seemed that little of any meaning remained to me, save perhaps to stare vacantly over the grounds of my palatial estate, or to
engage in prefunctory activities with my inert spouse and featureless children, whose names I could change at will. A life,
perhaps, but a grand life? The emptiness that now pervades my soul notwithstanding, I recommend this game wholeheartedly for
its moral content.. I love the music, but I can find it on my Steam account (only my receipt). Help me change this review to
thumbs up!. While a very fun game, i cannot recommend it at all.

When it lets the game be played, it is fun. full of intrigue, mystery, and thinking.

Unfortunately the biggest weakness of the game is by far the largest part of it: combat.
I have played a lot of bad combat systems, but this one takes the cake. When the game is not fighting you over control of your
actions, its leaving you stuck unable to do anything as hoards of enemies annihilate you. This is only exacerbated by the reached
scaling that occurs, something that makes the "good" playthrough nearly impossible without spending a stupid amount of time
just farming microscopic levels of xp just to have enough health to not be one shot! This wouldn't be a major problem, except
combat happens every 5 seconds, and then it randomly throws even more overpowered bosses at you, sometimes without
warning and the only way forward is through them.

Considering how much the game does right, its sad how this one piece severely dampens the playability of the whole.. ruff and
not full english
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Good protype of mech action game. This would be stelar with a campain or online multiplayer. As it stands now is good for like
an hour of good fun and figuring out the controls. Going forward is a bit of a challange sometimes.. Came for the yuri, stayed
for the feels.. This casual point-and-click adventure is barely playable and most gamers should avoid it.

Firstly, the English translation is a total disaster. The grammar is almost always wrong, words are mistranslated, and even the
English voice actors seem barely literate (one of them cannot pronounce the word "mineral" correctly, what?). The translation is
sometimes comically bad, but the comedy quickly wears off.

Secondly, the game engine is a clunky and buggy mess. It's very hard to get things done in the game, and sometimes this even
gets in the way of completing objectives.

That said, there is a hidden gem underneath. Despite being a fairly short game, its world is beautifully realized and there is a
deep background story, which is worthy of a much grander game.

But let's not get too excited even about that one bright point! The potential is squandered by bad storytelling. For example: an
entire sequence involves you trying to make your uncle a cup of coffee just the way he likes it. This "quest" has nothing to do
with the adventure, the story, or anything else, and is a good example of how this story is narrated.. I really enjoyed the game, it
has a interesting story and world,beautiful desight and overall im looking forward to the next chapter.. Only problem is their
terrain mode only. I do however love this DLC, it adds some nice flavour.. Great casual game
retro gameplay with decent graphics
Casual @ 6.5\/10.  This review was taken from LvLRaid.com

Office Race is a zany kart racing game that closely mirrors real-life shenanigans (at least for us here at LVLRaid!). While your
boss is away on vacation, you and your colleagues compete to be the first to cross the finish line while avoiding commonplace
obstacles, derailing pushes from your opponents, or simply ending up in the wrong cubicle. Fully equipped with "gizmos" to
give a helping hand, it is up to you to roll your way to victory in your company owned office chair! (don't damage it.)

Office Race features four game modes: Normal, Multiplayer, Time Trial, and Player vs. Player. In Normal mode, the player
races against 5 AI through 14 levels to earn gold medals. Multiplayer is a split screen local game mode where player one uses the
WASD keys, and player two uses the arrow keys on the same PC. Try to beat your highscore in Time Trials, or have a one-on-
one stand off with a friend in Player vs. Player mode. Winning medals unlocks new custom chairs and player models.

Though the character design consists of nothing more than simple 3D models, it fits the casual nature of the game well. That
being said, as we say about our employee Dave\u2019s work area reigns true here - a little polish goes a long way (sorry Dave).

To win the race, the player needs to effectively use their power ups to get ahead of their opponents, choose between the beaten
path and (sometimes detrimental) shortcuts, all while responding to various quick time events to avoid being electrocuted -
among other unfavorable fates.

The movement mechanics add an extra challenge for us Mario Kart pros that makes this unlike most kart racing games. If
you've ever tried to do a sharp turn in a swivel chair, you can imagine what the controls of this game involve. What causes these
wacky controls to fall flat is the sporadic and disorienting camera system. Whether it's the sudden low angle when hitting a wall
or the quick 180 horizontal jerk in the wrong direction when grazing a cubicle panel, it seems this game has a nasty case of the
Camera Screw.

But don't fret, this can be easily cured with a slower rotation and zoom rate to fit the narrow level design and allow the player
time to understand what their chair is stuck on. With this simple change in camera movements, Office Race\u2019s quirky
controls could easily go from unnecessarily frustrating to fun and entertaining.

TL;DR - Office Race is a fun concept for quick casual gameplay. With some tweaking of the controls, and a lot artistic
detail added to the environment, this game could be a novel gem.
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